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SonOfFreya wrote:
https://odysee.com/Rabbis_LOVE_women_Best_of_Abrahamic_R:51c8ef0dee92a67ad1252662e9b15f012e1d21b5

The above should reveal the origins of the jewish psychopathic soul in regards to life in general, but specifically too, women. Feminism, a jewish movement, was built as a reaction to what we refer to as "Abrahamic norms", which "Abraham" is a jewish patriarch.

Among the cultural feces this race has given to everyone else, making them convinced that jewish psychopathy is "God's wisdom" and the "Way of God", they have also written extensive woman hating material to the point where one will see what their holy books relate about women in the above video.

Saints of the early Christian Church and Islam, of course, also followed this paradigm, with hatred of women reaching levels that would be mind boggling to most Gentile civilizations.

In Islam, the norms are essentially that women are pigs, to not go as far as that one is allowed to consummate a marriage with a female without her will at even 9 years old. This is taken as "normal".

The reality is in the overwhelming majority of Pagan civilizations, women were loved, treated in divine ways, and had their own ethical equality towards men. One just needs to observe the pantheon and art to understand this, where Female deities are equally present, or where every God from Shiva to Zeus always has had a wife, or a powerful daughter, mother, sister, the list goes.

Currently, this tendency for normal or good treatment towards women, is used viciously to promote indecency and foolishness in the extremes, and in the mind of jews that's a perfect opportunity to enforce the opposite end which is Abrahamism and other notions to revert us back into their own ilk.

By promoting lawlessness and indecency to the highest extents, jews try to make society reach a breaking point, where they activate another extreme situation, selling their own psychopathic behavior and "culture" as the "solution" again.
Yet, these perceptions led us here in the first place, from one extreme to another. This is antithetical to the ways and behaviours of our ancestors, and both are incompatible with the European spirit specifically, or the Asian spirit, or in general, the spirit of Gentiles.

The moment any equilibrium of respect and some nominal equality was "reached" in the West [we reached this recently], jewesses and other loonies started making monsters out of women, by a carefully sewn public promotion of behaviours and excessive disrespect and foolishness promoted to females as a "liberation".

When either of the energies of males or females goes outside of a balanced boundary, social chaos ensues. When there is equilibrium, social peace and unity is the result. The enemy does not want this to happen, as social unity brings family, personal fulfillment, recreation, and everyone eventually finds their individual path in life.

That's why currently in the West we have a pushing return of opinion to previous norms, as "new norms" were also created by repressed jewesses just whoring around and teaching Gentile women to do the same, locking them into the lowest levels of awareness and consciousness.

Like pendulums of extremes, the jews promoted false ideas like the "Virgin Mary" who washes dishes only all day and never had a life or any education, hardly existing, all the way to "The Queen of Harlots" which they constantly promote.

Unnatural extremes cause more unnatural extremes in the behaviour and reactions of a civilization.

Jews have tried like lunatics to dig into Pagan history to try to find anything that would be even remotely negative towards women, to pretend everyone hated women, while this is not the case. They have to create a narrative that women have been eternal victims in Gentile society, as in their own, which is a complete sham and lie.

As schizophrenic jews started writing about "Gentile History" and started trying to forcibly appropriate the position that everyone before them "hated women", they wrote extensive lies about anyone, starting from Romans, Ancient Greeks, to Aristotle, or anyone else imaginable, even Nietzsche, who constantly writes innuendo and playful statements about how attractive women have been in his life.
For example, there are lies that Aristotle was a "woman hater". People read that dogshit in "Philosophy class" in university, but it is all false. There are endless epistles of Aristotle to his wife, where if one reads, they will understand what true bond between man and woman is, and how much love existed between this philosopher and his wife.

Leonidas, in the so called "woman hating Greece" went to die at the command of the Queen of Sparta in Thermopylae, who was his equal in Spartan society.

Women in Egypt were "so abused", that literally endless examples of grand personalities and worthwhile women are actually from Egypt and so on. Nowadays, a woman in Egypt, thanks to Abrahamism, will get stones on her head.

Other more atrocious lies is that every joke or even "insider joke" that men have about women, or women had about men, constitutes a "hate", such as has been the case of people for centuries. But now, the jews are pretending always to cause upset in Gentile society, that all of this requires "treatment".

"Treatments" are movements like MGTOW, or your local feminism bastion. Then these movements give birth to more social problems, all of which have one thing in common: Fragmentation of society and male and female relations.

They just make shit up like ADHD - so long the jew wants to confuse, they will keep inventing infections and diseases that Gentiles have in a million things, to sell a hundred million fake cures, which then create a billion more problems, which require then 10 billion cures, that cause 100 billion problems.

Jewish analysis always tried to make it seem that their cultural norms are "God's word" and that every insanity of the jewish race is some sort of gospel everyone has to follow.

As jewish skanks and low garbage become psychopathic from the treatment they receive in the lizardine and alien non human incarnate race that they exist in, they go insane.

This progressive insanity is later on, like the schizo bullshit of "Jesus Christ" and his communism, promoted in Gentile society to unnerve and make Gentiles insane.

DisillusionedCitizen wrote:

Does their hatred extend towards even their own women? I'm horrified of the implications.
Yes, their women are the first to receive this hate. Just go look into some documentaries on the Hasidic Jews and what they do to their women, or the Orthodox Jews.

Their women develop mental problems en masse, which they later express in Gentile society, as they oftentimes run to the Gentile society to help them or solve it.

Jewish women are hated by Jewish men over the fact that lizards always hate one another, therefore Jewish females are the first to receive that, that’s why many of them turn into the dross of the earth. They also oftentimes try to run away or become the monsters of the earth, oftentimes victimizing Gentile women afterwards.

As Jewesses go mad from the hate they receive from their own lizardine tribe, they develop all sorts of hate based systems both towards themselves, other women [Gentile women too, they experience deathly jealousy towards Gentile women], against men, or against society, or anything there is.

Jewesses are constantly put in this foolish society as instructors of Gentile women, and Jewish fiends carry over their self hate that was instilled on a tribal level at them, causing all the disgusting reactions which later on Gentile women adopt as "behavior" or "way of life".

All of the complaints of Jewish feminism for example are just a complaint about how Jewish men treated Jewish fiends of their own race, which later they adopted and tried to pretend was the universal treatment on all men.

Jews mix into Gentile civilization, and bring their psycho problems in the host civilizations, confusing the native peoples always and to no end. For example, now that Islam comes in Europe, they try to use this to legalize pedophilia, a concept also legal from their own religious texts, same as Islam.

Numerous attempts to pretend pedophilia was "kind of" accepted have been fabricated in the past, while this was never the case.

Similarly, they create endless lies about women, to turn them insane, and in the process destroy their spirit and mind, upon which the destiny of a civilization rests. By hitting on this, they create rapid social degradation and collapse.
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Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

*hailourtruegod wrote:
"Every single jew I met and seen has always been sexist af towards women/ see them as inferior. This goes for the Left/liberal ones as well on Twitter trying to be an "ally".
...

A short description of the psychology of the Jewish Female inside the Gentile Society:

Many years ago, I was into a girl. She really liked me and all. However, she had a jewish female friend, who was inexorably jealous and hateful of her. When she remotely understood this was going to go somewhere, the jewish creature would go to her and fill her head with doubts.

As I was not a Satanist at the time, I ruled this out as regular hate and toxicity, yet with evolution of understanding as years went, and observing a recurring pattern everywhere I have seen a jewess, I now know better.

After talking to the girl, I realized the jewess was actively planting in her head all sorts of negativity, insecurities, self-hate, self-destruction, and of course, would take it on her life mission to make sure she would never have any worthwhile man in her life, by perpetuating mental viruses like feminism, and how I was "certainly going to cheat on her" because I was "confident" and other nonsense.

However, every time any dross of the earth went to her, she would whisper in her ear like Voldemort to "fuck him", and how every dross of the earth is actually "so cute" and "so sexy". Jewesses have also this other unconscious thing where they constantly elevate the foreigner and the jew in the eyes of unsuspecting Gentile women, who, in lacking awareness, oftentimes end up as mind-washed from the repetitive processes these jewesses do to them.

The woman was like sitting on a trance from where she exited only momentarily. I decided to move away and leave her with jew Voldemort, who ate away her soul, brain cells and energy everyday.

Years later, she terraformed her into some form of communist feminist creature, that had lost all appeal, attractive energy, and many other things.

I also watched that in every company of let's say 5 or 6 women, if there is only a single jew, the jew pretends to be the "wise witch" while she's just the most crappy, cold and ugly on the inside than all. The business of this jew is to teach
women to play endless mind games, corrupt their mind, make them mate with whatever most inferior they will find, jeopardize their love relationships, and if possible, fuck their boyfriends behind their backs.

This type of Jewish lizard rarely has related to any man, but she knows everything about men as she read this in cosmopolitan. Her ultimate job in any female gathering is to "Humble men" and try to always cut their dick short, as she is the midget version of Marilyn Monroe.

Her most terrifying moment in existence is when she heard that one of her friends is in a successful relationship with a goy, to where they will make it their lives mission to collapse at thundering speed.

This woman's favorite food is men's hearts and her holy book is feminism. As her Jewish father might have beat her ass [or her dad never did, but she invented this like the Holocaust] she will give lengthy discourses on how all men without exception suck and are monsters.

A kid at school tried to bring her flowers on her days of innocence, but she saw this as a Nazi Holocaust Zyklon B box, and this created PTSD in her, therefore she declared to the principal that the kid was a Nazi terrorist who used a flower with Zyklon B to make her have the fate of Anne Frank.

Inherently, her Jewish genetics still hate every male that passes by, but she has affinities for nice Gentiles whom if they make the mistake of trying to mate with her, will walk around mentally and in all ways scarred. Psychotic is her second name.

She is never wrong and sociopathic behavior is her constant state of being, with every male being THE enemy. Therefore, anything they do to them, is well deserved. If it's a goy, even better.

If it's a gypsy, an invading Somalian, or a child molester, she will always preach that these are sorry souls that must be given blowjobs by all the girls that are around her, to heal these poor souls and elevate them to a better state of being.

Hell, smoking a little crack pipe with them is actually good too, especially if this ruins her 20 year old "Looking as a goddess" friend, but she will not smoke it herself because she's allergic to it [as a Jewess is always allergic and will never do anything she recommends to the goy].

The moment every male of Gentile descent and sound character displays any form of confidence, her internal alarm of "Goy must not procreate" will start
signaling loud, like a siren inside their head. Her mission is to eliminate all dangers within 1000 yard radius from her friends, especially those who might reduce the false sense of entitlement and might soften their heart to love or anything of the related.

The source of this is an insidious Global Plan of World Domination by all males, this plan in where her diseased brain the male figure is associated with her Rabbi dad who beat her with a belt, but told her later that it wasn't really him and that it was Josef Megnele, the Nazi who was doing this to her.

She will have Marilyn Monroe tattooed on her excessively overweight forearm, that looks like oversized chicken legs in proportion to a young born little chicken.

She'll parade your neighborhood and mall, and after endless plastic surgeries to look like a Gentile woman, will find all your women to proselytize insanity to them, as she must preach her insanity to them all. If no women friends of hers recreate with any worthwhile Gentile, her life's mission has succeeded.

Eventually she will find someone to have 3 kids with and settle down in a safe Jewish household, or with a victimized rich goy from which she will gobble up all his wealth, after spending a solid 30 years of speaking against marriage and anything related, but her friends will end up as crackheads and skanks who will still drink the kool aid.

The above is the lizardine psychology of the jewish female.

Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

[Missrainbow1] wrote:
They are so terrified of women's blood. Why is that?
I also have read about a Pagan woman who used to throw her used pad away in the muhammad's mosque to make fun of him and he killed her for that)))

That's because the jews are just retarded.

There is nothing "bad" or "dirty" or "sinful" or "wrong" about menstruation. It's the manifestation of lunar power inside a woman, and this also has to do with fertility, and is a process of regeneration.

Of course, this is not "liked" by many women, and even some men, yet the point is that this process is enlivening and positive, and a good thing for women.
During menstruation, occult power also raises significantly, same as hormones and drives.

Menstruation in the Pagan context is actually the reverse and it's a very good occurrence that has to do with fertility, health and joy for a woman. The first menstruation of a girl is taken as an event or a right of passage, and is cause of celebration.

Abrahamic religions generally are built against utter hatred for the female element, as they are actually afraid of it. Weird as this might sound, this actually shows a strong fear for females, while they pretend it's the opposite.

*hailourtruegod wrote:*

*All very true and I'm not surprised by the jewess behaviour. I can't help but feel a little bad for the Gentile woman just because of her being Gentile but in no way I see you in the wrong from getting away from that toxic stuff and I'm sure I would had done the exact same.*

If one watches a documentary of the Hasidic and Orthodox Jewish women, they will understand from where all the mental problems they later claimed were "women's problems" actually are sourced from.

HPS Maxine told me to see this to understand further on the origins of the Jews, and it's all very revealing to say the least. It could only come from these imbalanced lunatics that feminine hate would become institutionalized.

They unfortunately succeeded to promote this to Gentiles, causing untold damage to females and males, and their relationships.

After having closely observed the Jewish males and females, I have to say that their females, are drastically different than ANY other females on the planet, and I mean this in a very negative way.

It is no wonder the Jewish Rabbis on the video are flipping out on them, as they are utterly disgusting both to themselves and to one another. Yet, they kind of created them to be that way, so that is just more insanity coming from them.

In a strange way, their women are that cursed as stated by these Rabbis because they are actually creating them like this by having a female hating religion, which makes the feedback loop that these manifest as evil, and adding the lizard aspects of their race makes it all for a toxic combination.
Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

Notice this kike in the video, says bullshit like "women don't have intuition", that "they are always confused" and all that nonsense.

Meanwhile, the highest intuitive priestesses in Ancient Greece were called the "Pythias" or the "Daughters of the Serpent" and were exclusively females.

They were not the only ones as men served as High Priests, but this is enough evidence of how stupid these jews are.

Jews also invented the lies that women must not practice spirituality, to boggle them down to the level of the animal in which they are very easy to manipulate.

Madonna, a very famous jewess, was constantly attacked by the Rabbis in Jerusalem because she tried to practice "Kabbalah". They considered it for centuries and still consider it a large sin for any "female" to be "spiritual" or anything of the sort.

Reply from hailourtruegod:

Missrainbow1 wrote:
They are so terrified of women’s blood. Why is that?
I also have read about a Pagan woman who used to throw her used pad away in the muhammad’s mosque to make fun of him and he killed her for that)))

High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 wrote:

That’s because the jews are just retarded.

There is nothing "bad" or "dirty" or "sinful" or "wrong" about menstruation. It's the manifestation of lunar power inside a woman, and this also has to do with fertility, and is a process of regeneration.

Of course, this is not "liked" by many women, and even some men, yet the point is that this process is enlivening and positive, and a good thing for women. During menstruation, occult power also raises significantly, same as hormones and drives.

Menstruation in the Pagan context is actually the reverse and it's a very good occurrence that has to do with fertility, health and joy for a woman.
The first menstruation of a girl is taken as an event or a right of passage, and is cause of celebration.

Abrahamic religions generally are built against utter hatred for the female element, as they are actually afraid of it. Weird as this might sound, this actually shows a strong fear for females, while they pretend it's the opposite.

I had an ex-partner who told me she went out with a jew and "he" would ignore her for a week every time she got her period and she said she felt uncomfortable with it, obviously. It told her itself that it didn't want to be around her during her menstruation and yes that it's because it's religion says a woman is dirty during these times. This lady is no way against the jews or was even aware of the jewish problem and just relayed this information on her own volition.

We are different races from different parts of this big world and yet we are having very similar experiences with these jews no matter where they're at. So no to anyone reading this and still doubting us, it IS NOT a location/biased experience we are having with these jews of both sexes.

---------

I will look for that documentary for sure as it sounds interesting to me and I feel like anyone reading this who isn't convinced of the jewish problem yet to check it out as well.

The jews are all messed up as a species to put it very lightly. Complaints about their own women while creating them like so and after 2000+ years still not getting it.

An argument can be made that the jewish culture is legitimately retarded by definition and we're not just using ad hominems here. As much as we justifiably want to to just vent on them.

There really isn't no compromising with these creatures if this is how their genetic make up is and will always be so logically and rationally having them in our nation's influential areas is very detrimental to public safety and thus should be seen this way in the court of law or by any legal institution.